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Given the unique industrial background in Hong Kong, 
this paper attempted to find out the level of usage of 
information technology products in the accounting depart-
ments of manufacturing firms and its impact on the finan-
cial and management accounting systems. The research 
results showed that the accounting departments of large 
manufacturing companies in Hong Kong mainly used personal 
computers and relatively unsophisticated software. 
Furthermore, there was only 1imi ted changes in the finan-
cial and management accounting systems as induced by the 
use of information technology products. 
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Ob.jectiyes of the Study 
/ 
With the continuous enhancement of information 
technology products, the traditional functions of a 
company's accounting system of recording, measurement, i 
interpretation and communication have continually under-
gone changes, ‘ The broad objective of this research is to 
ascertain the extent of these changes on the accounting 
systems of manufacturing industries in Hong Kong. In 
particular, it seeks to find out the level of usage of 
information technology products and the impact of these 
products on both financial and management accounting 
systems of manufacturing industries in Hong Kong, given 
the unique industrial development in Hong Kong. 
Information Technology 
The term "information technology" has been various-
1y defined. According to Dictionary of Computing, infor-
mation technology refers to "any form of technology i.e. 
any equipment or technique used by people to handle 
infornrtation. The last three decades or so have seen an 
amazingly rapid development of information technology, 
spearheaded by the computer; more recently, cheap micro-
« 
2 
electronics have permitted the diffusion of this technol-
ogy into almost all aspects of daily life and an almost 
inextricable cross-ferti1izing and intermingling of 
various branches. The term information technology was 
coined, probably in the late 1970s, to refer to this 
nexus of modern technology, electronic-based, for han_ 
1 
dling information". 
From an office management perspective, information 
/ 
technology relates to the harnessing of electronic tech-
nology, in all its different forms, to office activities. 
The term "convergence" is used to define the integration 
of the various aspects of information technology: embrac-
ing the use of microcomputers for information processing 
‘ 1 
and storage; word processors for preparing standard 
reports and other correspondence at high speed; electron-
ic mail for the transmission of information from one 
office or site to another by means of data transmission 
1 ines 1 inking microcomputers, word processors or work-
2 
stations • However, from an information management point 
of view, information technology means the acquisition, 
processing, storage and dissemination of various types of 
3 
information via computers and telecommunications • It is 
this latter definition that this study will base on. 
1 Oxford Science Publications. Dictionary of Com 
putinq Britain: Oxford University Press, 1990. 
2 Anderson, R.G. Data Processing and Management 
Information systems• 5th ed. Britain : MacDonald & 
Evans Ltd., 1984. 
3 Rosenberg, Jerry M. Dictionary of computers, 
data processing and telecommunications. USA : John Wiley 




Definition and Scope 
Accounting is often said to be the "language of 
business". It is generally used in the business world to 
describe economic activities conducted by all kinds of 
organizations. Specifically, accounting has been defined 
as the process of identifying, measuring and communicat-
ing economic information to permit informed judgments and 
decisions by users of the information. Thus, accounting 
involves the measurement, recording, classification and j 
summarization of financial information to enable good 
4 
decisions to be made • 
Transactions are the economic activities of a busi-
ness. They arise either from external events or internal 
activities and constitute the inputs of an accounting 
system. The effects of these transactions have to be 
measured and expressed in terms of money so that they can 
be properly recorded. The actual record一making phase of 
accounting is normally called book-keeping and it is a 
fundamental function of accounting. However, accounting 
extends far beyond measuring and recording of transac-
tions. The recorded data must be classified and 
summarized before they can be useful for decision-making. 
Classification is achieved by grouping of thousands of 
transactions into more meaningful categories. Summari za-
tion involves analysis and interpretation of financial 
1 
4 Hoggett, J., and Edwards, L. Accounting in 
Australia. Australia : John Wiley & Sons, 1987. 
I 
4 
data and leads to the production of summaries, 
reports and financial statements, which are usable and 
understandable by internal management and external users. 
An accounting system is a col lection of source 
documents, records, procedures, management policies and 
data collection method used to transform economic data 
5 
into useful information . As accounting and information 
systems are intimately related, the term accounting 
informatipn system is also widely used. Essentially, 
accounting is an information system. More precisely, it 
is an application of the general theory of information to 
( 
the problem of efficient economic operations. It also 
makes up a large part of the general information ex-
pressed in quantitative terms. In this context, account-
ing is both part of the general information system of an 
operating entity and a part of the basic field bounded by 
6 
the concept of information • As such, the accounting 
information system is one of the most important systems 
in a firm. 
Accounting systems can take many forms, ranging from 
simple manual systems to sophisticated computerised 
« 
systems. With the rapid advances of technology, it is 
expected that many of these technological developments 
will be incorporated into future accounting systems of 
progressive companies. As the business and its envi ron-
ment evolve, the accounting system must be refined to 
5 Hoggett, J., and Edwards, L. Accounting in Aus-
tral 1a. Australia : John Wiley & Sons, 1987. 
6 W i l M n s o n , Joseph W, Accounting and Information 




cope with the changes in the nature and volume of trans-
actions. Thus, the design of an accounting system is 
never a one-off exercise but continuous development to 
ensure that the capability of the system is responsive to 
the changing needs of a business. 
Purposes 
The financial oriented outputs of an accounting 
system provide scorekeeping information (e.g. , how much 
profit has been made), attention-directing information 
(e.g., how much more has been spent than was budgeted) , 
and decision-making information (e.g., what the benefits 
7 
are, versus the cost, of introducing a new product) . In 
short, these information serve three broad purposes: 
(1) Internal reporting to managers, for use in planning 
and control 1ing routine operations. 
(2) Internal reporting to managers, for use in 
making non-routine decisions and in formulating 
major plans and policies. 
(3) External reporting to stockholders, government, 
and other outside parties, for use in investor 
decisions, income tax collections, and a variety of 
8 
other applications . 
External reporting, the third purpose, emphasizes 
the historical, custodial, and stewardship aspects of 
7 Wilkinson， Joseph W. Accounting and Information 
Systems. 2nd ed. USA : John Wiley & Sons, 1986. 
8 Horngren, Charles T., and Foster, G. Cost 
Accounting : Managerial Emphasis. 6th : Prentice-Hal 1, 





accounting. This area is usually called financial 
reporting, which is heavily constrained by generally 
accepted accounting principles. On the other hand, inter-
nal reporting, the first two purposes, focuses on manage-
ment planning and control. This area is usually called 
management accounting, which has looser constraints than 
9 
financial accounting • Furthermore, financial accounting 
is normally mandatory whereas management accounting is 
discretionary and its scope is largely determined by the 
company's management which, in term, is based on their 
perception of the cost and benefit associated with such 
management accounting information. 
Manufacturing Industries in Hong Kong 
Size and Development 
The development of manufacturing industries in Hong 
Kong was largely shaped by such factors as the absence of 
natural resources, a versatile and industrious workforce, 
a group of innovative entrepreneurs, a simple tax 
structure and low taxation rate, efficient transport 
facilities and good communication 1 inks with the rest of 
the world and the government's firm commitment to 
positive non-interventioniSt policies. 
Manufacturing is still the largest economic sector 
in terms of contribution to employment, although 
it share of the total employment has declined in recent 
9 Horngren, Charles T., and Foster, G. Cost 




years, from 49.7 percent in 1976 to 33.0 percent in 1989. 
As Hong Kong has only a "limited local market, and most of 
its manufacturers must export to survive. It is estimat-
ed that up to 90 percent of local industrial production 
is eventual!y exported. The value of domestic exports 
increased from HK$2,867 million in 1960 to HK$224,104 
million in 1989, an average annual growth rate of 16.2 
percent. 
The ‘number of establishments in the manufacturing 
sector rose consistently between 1975 and 1988, from 
31,034 to 50,606, an average annual increase of 3.8 
I 
percent. In 1989， the number of establishments fell by 
1,3 percent, to 49,926： Hong Kong's manufacturing indus-
tries mainly consist of small and medium-sized factories. 
Recently, the average size of industrial establishments 
has dropped slightly, from 18 persons in 1985 to 16 
persons in 1989, due to increasing automation and the 
switch of labour intensive and lower-end production to 
China. Of the 49,926 industrial establishments in 1989, 
42,072 establishments (83.3 percent) employed fewer than 
20 persons, and 46,087 (93.8 percent) of the establish-
ments employed fewer than 50 persons. Thus, more than 
half of Hong Kong's total manufacturing employment 
(430,474 persons, 53.6 percent) is concentrated in 3,120 
10 
larger establishments . 
Types of Industry 
. \ . 
10 Hong Kong Government Industry Department. Hong 




Hong Kong's main manufacturing industries are 
textiles, clothing, electronics, household electrical 
appliance, plastics and metal products. These industries 
together employed 574,'470 persons (71.3 percent of Hong 
Kong's total manufacturing employment), and exported 
$163,986 million worth of goods (73.2 percent of total 
domestic exports) in 1989. They also accounted for 
$203,394 million (71.8 percent) of the total gross output 
of the manufacturing sector in 1987. 
Since 1950s, the clothing industry has been Hong 
Kong's largest single export earner. Throughout the 
I 
1960S, the clothing industry accounted for at least 35 
percent of total domestic exports. Its share reached a 
peak of 44.6 percent in the mid-1970s， but has slowly 
declined since, to 32.1 percent in 1989. In value terms, 
clothing exports increased from $1,010 million in 1960 to 
$71,874 million in 1989, an average annual growth rate of 
15.8 percent. Though the textiles industry was a major 
industry in the 1950s and 1960s. Its share of domestic 
exports has gradually fallen in the last three decades, 
from 19.3 percent in 1960 to 7.5 percent in 1989. Howev- ‘ 
er, the textiles and clothing industries combined remain 
the largest export earner of the manufacturing industries 
in Hong Kong, accounting for 39.6 percent of total domes-
11 
tic export in 1989 . 
The electronics industry has continuously increased 
it share of domestic exports, from a negligible percent-
11 Hong Kong Government Industry Department. Hong 
Kong's Manufacturing Industries 1989, Hong Kong : 1990. 、 
• • , • 
* 
9 
age in the 1950s and 1960s to 24.9 percent in 1989. The 
value of electronic products exported grew at an average， 
annual rate of 50.5 percent between 1960 and 1989 from 
12 
$0.4 million to $55,815 million • 
Outlook 
Hong Kong's manufacturing industries are not without 
difficulties. High labour cost arising from a tight 
supply of labour, increased competition from other Newly 
Industrialized Economics and growing pressure of protec-
tionism in Hong Kong‘s major overseas markets have 
adversely affected the growth of industries in Hong Kong. 
To cope with these constraints, some manufacturers have 
shifted labour intensive operations to China, especially 
in the Pearl River Delta Region and the Shenzhen Special 
Economic Zone, where land and labour costs are considera-
bly cheaper. Other manufacturers, however, strive to 
improve productivity and technology levels, upgrade 




Professors Johnson and Kaplan of Harvard Business 
School have received much publicity, as a result of their 
claim that current management accounting practice is not 
relevant for modern-day business. They argue that over 
the last 50 years of so management accounting has come to 
12 Hong Kong Government Industry Department. Hong 
Kong's Manufacturing Industries 1989, Hong Kong : 1990. 




be dominated by the requi rements of external financial 
reporting and has consequently, lost its relevance for 
managers. They have presented a technique which arguably 
is relevant for decision-making purposes, the technique 
13 
of activity-based costing • Despite their substantial 
publicity, research in the USA tend to concentrate on 
only one aspect of management accounting practice. 
Research into management accounting practice in the UK 
has a wider focus and they include the nature of manage-
ment accounting in high technology industries and 
particular problems of management accounting in service 
14 
industries • 
As to research on the impact of information technol-
ogy on the accountancy profession, P.A. Collier undertook 
between July 1983 and June 1984 a survey on "The Impact 
of Information Technology on Management Accountants" in 
15 
U.K . The study examined the involvement of management 
accountants with information technology through question-
nai res sent to 400 randomly selected members of the ， 
Institute of Cost and Management Accountants (now known 
as Chartered Institute of Management Accountants) and ‘ 
visits to 27 respondents. 
The survey showed that management accountants 
13 Copper, Robin., and Kaplan, Robert S. "Measure 
Costs Right : Make the Right Decisions". Harvard Busi-
ness Review, September - October 1988, P. 96-103. 
14 Scapens, Robert. "Research into Management 
Accounting Practice". Management Accountant• December 
1988, P. 26-28. 
15 Col Tier, P.A. The Impact of Information Tech-
nology on the Management Accountant. London : The Insti-





almost certainly worked for companies with access to 
•f 
computer facilities on which some accounting orientated 
software was run and almost all of them had some involve-
ment with computers and accounting orientated software. 
Over half of the respondents used spreadsheet and 
financial modelling software when available, and almost 
one-third operated computers (usually minicomputers or 
microcomputers) in the course of their work. The re-
search found no evidence of the widespread use of office 
automation systems, and computer ski 1 Is of the management 
accountants were most commonly acqui red by self-teaching 
or courses for specific applications. 
Rob Dixon conducted a study on the impact of 
information technology on CIMA,s overseas members and 
students by means of sending out questionnaires to a 
structured sample of 1,000 overseas students and 500 
I 
‘ ( 
overseas members on behalf on CIMA，s International Com-
16 
mittee in 1989 • The aims of the survey were to dis— 
I 
cover the extent of students' use of information technol-
ogy as well as to ascertain what computing facilities : 
were available at work and how involved both students and ‘ 
members were i n the use of these facilities. 
The results of survey -of students indicated that 
» 
the majority of students accessed computer facilities at 
work. Of the various computers that were available, 
mi crocomputers and mainframes were the most popular. 
Fewer overseas students had been involved in writing 
16 Dixon, Rob. "The Impact of IT on CIMA’s over-
seas members and students". Management Accounting'. 
February 1990, P. 42-43. -
. “ 
» 
programs or producing specifications for systems, or been 
involved in conversion of systems. 
In the case of members, mainframe computers were as 
popular as microcomputers and spreadsheets were used by a 
vast majority in preference to other software in all 
areas. A higher proportion of members had been involved 
in producing specifications of computerized accounting 
systems or some form of conversion, be it from manual to 
computer or computer to computer. 
Accountancy firms in public practice were also 
targets of research study in relation to information 
technology. Derek Rees carried out a research on the 
attitude of accountancy firms towards information tech-
nology in 1989 and the survey reflected the views of 150 
17 
practices of all sizes across Britain • According to 
the survey, many managers cited profitability as a key ； 
benefit of computerization. The trend in computerisation 、 
among accounting practices was still high and the most ‘ 
regular users of information technology in large prac-
I 
tices were managers. Few practices, however, had inte- ‘ 
grated computers fully into their operation and almost 
two-thirds of those surveyed still used stand-alone, 
isolated systems. 
As not many researches have been carried out to 
assess the impact of information technology on various 
facets of accountancy, this constitutes new area for 
research study. Instead of duplicating the previous two 
17 Rees, Derek. "Profitable Returns from IT". 
- Certified Accountant, April 1990, P. 38-39. 
* 
• - • * ； 
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researches to explore the impact of information techno!o- | 
, I 
gy on accountants in the local scenario, this research 
• I 
study looked into the impact of information technology on 
















This study was primarily descriptive and exploratory 
in nature and would not establish any definitive 
cause/effect relationships or identify correlations among 
variables. Thus, no attempt was made to develop and test 
( 
hypotheses. As a descriptive study, it set out to 
I 
I 
ascertain and describe certain characteristics of the 
t 
phenomena. | 
The research consisted of two stages, namely mail “ 
questionnaire and field interviews. Postal ‘ 
questionnaires sent to members of the Hong Kong Society 
{ 
of Accountants working in the manufacturing sector was 
1 
central to this research. It was designed to obtain 
i 
professional opinions on the effect of information , 
technology on their companies, accounting systems. 
Interviews with senior finance officers of sizable in-
dustrial companies were also conducted in order to gain 
an in-depth insight into the effects of using information 




The Hong Kong Society of Accountants was incorporat-
ed in 1973 by the Professional Accountants Ordinance, 
Chapter 50 and is the only statutory body responsible for 
the licensing of accountants and the regulation of the 
accountancy profession in Hong Kong. In order to qualify 
as a professional accountant, a person should at least be 
21 of age, be of good character, has passed the Society's 
Professional Examinations or the Joint examination with 
effect from 1982 onwards and acquired three to five years 
of practical experience. In addition, the Society has 
the authority to admit as professional accountants full 
, < 
members of certain overseas institutes. A professional 
accountant shall be designated as an Associate of the 
Hong Kong Society of Accountants and be entitled to use ； 
the initials "A.H.K.S.A." after his/her name, and after 7 ‘ 
years approved membership status may be designated as a 
Fellow of the Hong Kong Society of Accountants and be ‘ 
entitled to use the initials "F.H.K.S.A.” after his/her 
1 
name _ | 
I 
Based on the 1990 Report of the Council of the Hong 
Kong Society of Accountants, there were a total of 5,289 \ 
members as at 16th October, 1990. Of these members, 370 
2 
accountants were working in the manufacturing field , and 
they formed the population frame of this research. An 
analysis of the occupation group of al1 professional 
accountants was set out in Table 1• 
1 Hong Kong Society of Accountants, Student Hand-
book. Hong Kong Society of Accountants, 1989. 
2 Report of the Council. Hong Kong Society of 
Accountant. Hong Korig : Hong Kong Society of Accounts, 
1980.. 
« 





The names and correspondence addresses of these 370 
accountants working in the manufacturing sector were 
obtained from the Registrar of the Hong Kong Society of 
Accountants. It was found that 40 accountants had an 
overseas correspondence addresses, presumably because 
they had prolonged overseas assignments or emigrated to 
other countries. As the scope of this study was confined 
to Hong Kong, all these 40 accountants were specifically 
excluded from being the sample subjects. A sample size 
of 330 was chosen so as to maximize the possible number 
責 
of responses• | 
Questionnaires were posted to 330 accountants 丨 
together with stamped preaddressed envelopes on February 
{ 
28, 1991. Reminder letters were also sent to all these 
accountants two weeks later to improve the response rate. 
I 
Questionnaire Design , 
1 
Mail questionnaire was used as the principal data 
i 
col lection method because it could provide anonymity to 
the respondents and cover a geographically dispersed 
area. Besides, the postal questionnaire approach could 
allow the respondents to answer questions at their own 
pace. 
A copy of questionnaire was included in Appendix 1. 
It comprised of twenty-nine questions, which could be 
grouped into five main parts, Part A covered the level 
of usage of information technology products in the 
accounting department of the respondent's company. It 
• ‘ i 
. _ 
17 
collected information on the extent to which computer 
hardware, software and storage products were used and the 
type of data processing technique(s) employed. 
Part B enquired into the impact of information 
technology on financial accounting system. It requested 
information on the type of electronic data collection 
device used, the controls of the computerised financial 
accounting system, the periodic financial reporting of 
the computerised financial accounting system, information 
technology products associated with payables and 
receivables and changes associated with the computerized 
inventory control system. i 
Part C investigated the impact of information ； 
technology on management accounting system. It gathered 
information on the purposes and overhead absorption base ‘ 
of the computerised cost accounting system, the frequency ； 
I 
I 
and components of computerised budget system, the soft-
ware and appraisal techniques used in capital expenditure ! 
budget and the frequency and accuracy of cash flow fore- : 
cast. 丨 
I 
Part D asked the company background of the 
respondent and covered the size, ownership and type of 
industry of the respondent's company. 
Part E gave the respondent an option to obtain a 
summary of survey findings by filling out the name and 
address in the space provided. 
Profile of Respondents 
A total of 68 questionnaires were returned by the 
end of March 1991 and the response rate was 20.6 percent 
» 
• . . . - ！ 
, • ！ 
I 
18 
of a sample si ze of 330. Among these 68 replies， 33 
respondents were interested in the survey results and had 
provided their names and addresses at the end of the 
questionnaires. Tables 2,3 and 4 outlined the 
distribution of the ultimate ownership, size and the type 
of industry of the respondents' companies. 
As shown in Table 2， 50 percent of the respondents 
worked for Hong Kong based manufacturing concerns and 
about a quarter of respondents were employed by 
subsidiaries of UK or USA companies. 
Nearly 90 percent of the respondents worked for a 
I 
company with a total workforce of over 100 persons and ! 
more than 50 percent of the respondents' companies had 丨 
over 500 staff members. As mentioned in Chapter 1， Hong I 
Kong's manufacturing industries largely consisted of ； 
small factories with an average of 16 persons. Thus, the '' 
findings of this research study could not be conveniently 
generalized into the whole manufacturing industries in ！ 
Hong Kong but just represented a narrow section of larger 丨 
I 
industrial establishments in Hong Kong. This was a 
logical deduction because small manufacturing firms were 
not expected to hire professional accountants and invest 
heavily in information technology. 
About one-sixth of the respondents' companies were 
in the textile and garment industries and slightly above 
one-third were in the electronics field. This mirrored 
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19 
Mail questionnaire survey was essentially a static 
analysis of a dynamic situation as information technology 
was evolving continuously. Field interview was designed 
to supplement the responses of mail questionnaire and 
thus was secondary in nature. The interviews with 3 
senior finance officers of larger industrial companies 
were carried out in the middle of April 1991 after the 
replies of the questionnaire had been thoroughly 
analysed.' The objective of the interview was to follow 
up the results of the questionnaire and to obtain in-
formation on the 1ikely future impact of information 





















Level of Usage of Information Technology Products 
/ 
Usage of computer hardware, 
general software and storage media 
‘ 
I: 
The results of the mail questionnaire survey were ^ 
. ！ 
tabulated in Tables 5 - 27. Table 5 summarized the 
I 
level of usage of various information technology products 
of the accounting departments of the respondents' compa- ！ 
nies. The hardware section of the table revealed that I 
personal computers were the mainstay of the computing ‘ 
equipment and were "very often" used by 91.2 percent of 
1 
t 
the respondents' companies. Minicomputers ranked second ‘ 
I 
I 
in terms of usage with 50.0 percent of respondents claim- i 
• 1 
ing "very often" used and 41.2 percent being never in . 
use. Mainframe computers were infrequently used even in 
sizable industrial companies in Hong Kong as two-thirds 
of accountants indicated they were not working in the 
mainframe environment-
As for general computer software, there was a wide-
spread use of spreadsheet as 92.6 percent of respondents 
reported the usage as "very often" with the remaining 
minority also quoted "sometimes" status. Both word 
processing and database were also rapidly assimilated 
I 
21 
into accounting functions because more than 85 percent of 
accountants indicated their level of usage as either 
"very often" or "sometimes". Moreover, financial 
modelling, electronic banking (e.g., cash management 
services) and local area network were modestly used with 
slightly more than 40 percent of respondents' companies 
not using these software. There were negligible use of 
desktop publishing and electronic mail and nearly three-
quarters of the respondents "seldom" or "never" used 
them. Lastly, electronic data interchange recorded the 
lowest level of usage among all software surveyed with no ‘ 
respondent showing active usage, primarily because the 
( 
build-up of electronic data interchange network in Hong 
Kong was only in the development stage, making large- i 
scale application of this software impossible. In short, 1 
• ( 
large manufacturing companies in Hong Kong did not ag- ] 
gressively pursued the latest "state of art" software in j 
( 
j 
their accounting functions and only relatively simple and ‘ 
j 
unsophisticated software were used as accounting tools. : 
With regard to storage media, over 86.8 percent of j 
\ 
respondents regarded magnetic tape/disk as the principal ‘ 
storage media because they had "very often" been used. 
This directly contrasted to the usage of optical disk 
si nee almost 90 percent claimed this storage device had 
never been used. Likewise, microfilm/microfiche was not 
widely used and about three-quarters of the respondents‘ 
companies had not used them. As magnetic tape and disk 
were normally used as backing media and thus not consid-
ered as satisfactory substitutes for hard copy, it was 、 
be!ieved that most large industrial companies in Hong « 
22 
Kong still retained their voluminous accounting records in 
the shape of hard copy, judging from the rather low level 
usage of microfilm and microfiche as permanent storage 
devices. 
Accounting Software and Type of Computer 
It was evident from Table 6 that about 25 percent 
of respondents, companies used mainframes and 
approximately 40 percent of respondents' companies used 
mini computers to run their respective financial 
accounting software. However, it was interesting to note 
i 
that not all companies implemented fully integrated 
accounting systems because, for instance, 28 companies 
processed their general ledger in minicomputers but only ' 
t 
12 companies used minicomputers to maintain their fixed | 
asset registers. ！ 
( 
• As regards management accounting software, most 
respondents' companies relied heavily on personal com-
puters. This particularly applied to capital expenditure 
1 
budgeting and cash forecast where more than 90 percent of j 
respondents' companies used personal computers to run 
these two software. 
Data Processing Technique 
As shown in Table 7， batch processing mode was 
slightly dominant in various financial and management 
accounting sub-systems when compared with the other two 
. i 
methods. As real-time was a subset of on-line and when 
- ！ 、 _ i 
two techniques were viewed as one, it became apparent 
. . • i 
•• • • I 
• “ • ！ 
.that on-line was also important data processing tech-
nique. 
Impact of Information Technology 
on Financial Accounting System 
Capture of Source Data 
If transaction data could be captured at source by 
electronic data col lection devices, the traditional 
recording phase of accounting function would undergo 
tremendous changes. However, only 21 respondents' com-
panies, representing 30.9 percent, used electronic data , 
collection devices to gather basic transaction data. 
They normally used factory floor terminals, terminals at 
other remote locations, or a combination of both for data , 
col lection purposes. As such, the basic recording ! 
activities in the accounting functions of most large 
manufacturing companies in Hong Kong remained manual and 
< i 
efforts to upgrade this specific activity were minimal. ！ 
According to Table 8， 85.3 percent of the respond- ； 
ents either "very often" or "sometimes" used ad-hoc on- “ 
line enquiry to obtain accounting information from data-
base and other computer files. Thi& implied that users 
could rely less on hard-copy to locate the necessary 
information and thus reduction of computer printout on 
accounting records was possible. 
_ • 1 
I 
, i 
- • i 
Controls j 
、 The use of computers in no way reduced the 
I I I I - I 
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stringency of controls on the processing of accounting 
data. In some ways, it was even more critical as the 
data were less visible and more easily edited or erased 
once in a computerised accounting system. 
It was revealed in Table 9 that like manual account-
ing systems, accounting personnels were still responsible 
for most of controls of the computerised financial 
accounting systems. More than 70 percent of accountants 
indicated they "very often" exercised controls on input, 
output and access and only less than 12 percent of re-
spondents mentioned they had "seldom" or "never" ； 
exercised such controls. As for processing and storage | 
controls, more than 20 percent of respondents had | 
( 
"seldom" or "never" involved with these two controls : 
although the majority of respondents were actively j 
. I 
involved. ； 
As summed up in Table 10， on average less than 10 丨 
！ 
percent of the respondents discredited their companies' ‘ 
computerized financial accounting systems as "slightly" ^ 
{ 
I 
or "rarely" achieved the controls on correctness, com一 < 
I 
pleteness, security and auditabi1ity. Interestingly, not , 
all remaining accountants unanimously agreed that their 
companies' computerized financial accounting systems had 
"highly" attained these 4 controls as a substantial 
portion of respondents were of the opinion that their 
companies' systems only "moderately" achieved these | 
. I 
controls. From the control point of view, many 
computerised financial accounting systems of large manu-
facturing companies were far from perfect and had grounds -
"V. 




Periodic Financial Reports 
With reference to Table 11, over three-quarters of 
respondents believed that periodic financial reports 
generated by computerized financial reporting system 
"highly" or "moderately" led to greater details or deeper 
analysis in the iinterpretation of financial statements. 
As to the issues of increased creativity and more ex-
ceptional. reporting, about 65% of accountants thought 
these as the favourable outcome associated with the 
periodic financial reports produced by computerized 
financial accounting systems. 
i 
Further analysis of the impact of information tech-
( 
nology on the iinterpretation stage of accounting was less ； 
encouraging as highlighted in Table 12. Over 50 percent ‘ 
of accountants viewed that periodic financial reporting ！ 
of computerized financial accounting systems had "slight-
( 
ly" or "rarely" led to an increasing use of non-financial 
f 
, I 
indicators, graphic presentation of financial results and ； 
the on-line access of financial reports by senior ! 
< 
I 
executives. Only 5 - 6 percent of respondents regarded | 
these three dimensions were highly associated with the ‘ 
periodic financial reporting of the computerized 
financial accounting system. 
‘ - j 
I 
Trade Payables and Receivables 
Information technology had little impact on the 
means used to settle normal trade payables adopted by 
large manufacturing companies in Hong Kong. Table 13 • 一 
revealed that manual cheques were the key settlement 
« * 
• 
IMI丨丨丨_»_•I •II I 
- \ 
method and "very often" used by about 80 percent of the 
respondents' companies. On contrary, about 60 percent of 
respondents' companies had never used the more advanced 
tools such as electronic fund transfer, autopay via tape 
and computer-printed cheque. 
I 
It was shown in Table 14 that more than 70 percent | 
‘ • . I 
..广-
of respondents, companies considered portable PC, pager 
and mobile phone as "rarely" assisted trade receivables 
collection. However, more than 75 percent or respondents 
regarded computer printed statement of account and com-
puter printed aging analysis as "highly" or "moderately" 
beneficial in aiding trade receivables collection. 
Inventory Control System 
Table 15 tabulated the nature of computerised inven-
tory control systems of respondents, companies and only 
31.2 percent of surveyed companies had integrated the 
computerized inventory control systems into financial and 
cost accounting systems whereas 40.6 percent of respond-
ents' companies merely had computerised inventory system 
as standalone applications. This meant fully integrated 
financial and cost accounting systems were not well— 
developed in the large manufacturing companies in Hong 
Kong. 
It was obvious from Table 16 that cpmputerized 
inventory control system had brought about limited 
changes in relation to inventory accounting. Only 6.6 
percent of respondents' companies indicated that com-
puteriBed inventory control system "highly" reduced the 
• • 
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frequency of physical stocktake and about two-quarters of 
respondents, companies had "slightly" or "rarely" reduced 
the frequency of physical stocktake because of the com-
puterised inventory control systems. About 30 percent of 
respondents "highly" attributed the elimination of bin 
cards to computerized inventory control system but this 
was matched by another 30 percent of respondents who 
claimed the relationship "rarely" existed. Furthermore, 
slightly more than 50 percent of respondents' companies 
maintained that computerized inventory control systems 
"highly" or "moderately" resulted "in the introduction of 
< 
perpetual inventory count. Since more than 85 percent of . 
respondents asserted that efficient reporting of slow- j 
moving items were "highly" (45.2 percent) or "moderately" 
] 
(40.3 percent) associated with the computerized inventory ‘ 
control system, this would probably be the most notice- : 
I 
able change about computerization of inventory control 
» 
systems in large manufacturing companies in Hong Kong. 
1 
Impact of Information Technology ! 
on Management Accounting System ‘ 
i 
Purpose of Computerised Costing System 
It appeared from Table 17 that upon computerization 
the purposes of costing system of respondents， companies 
had been substantially broadened to serve multiple pur-
poses in addition to routine product cost reporting. 
About 60 to 80 percent of respondents contended that 
their companies， costing system either "highly" or 、 




cost control and reduction, pricing decision, budgetary 
control and preparation of performance reports. Thus， 
computerised costing systems played significant roles in 
« 
the entire manufacturing accounting systems. 
Overhead Absorption Base 
Many respondents' companies (about 50 percent as 
exhibited in Table 18) still allocated their factory 
overheads on the basis of their diminishing direct labour 
hours or wages. The shrinking of direct labour content 
1 
in product cost was mainly due to gradual automation and 
• I 
• I 
mechanization in the workshops and the shift of labour- i 
1 
intensive manufacturing processes to Southern China. | 
‘ Despite the availability of cheap, powerful personal \ 
« 
computers, spreadsheets and data-base languages, no 
attempt had been made by larger manufacturing companies 
to develop activity-based costing to guide product 
！. 
costing decisions. i 
. 1 
standard Costing System i 
J 
I 
As noted from Table 19, the most predominant change 
associated with computerized standard costing system was 
the detailed analysis of variance. About 50 - 60 percent 
of respondents also stated that computerised standard 
costing system "highly" or "moderately" led to accurate 
standard setting, frequent standard revision and full j 
integration with financial accounting system. However, 
64.3 percent of respondents dismissed the fact that 
V 
computerized standard costing system tended to convert 
I 
• . • 
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standard costing to actual costing. 
Operating Budget 
Tables 20 一 22 summarized the impact of computeriza-
tion on budgetary control. About three-quarters of 
respondents expressed that computerisation had "very 
often" or "sometimes" resulted in continuous budgeting, 
forecast .and planning. Nevertheless, two-quarters of 
respondents' companies still prepared their budgets on an 
annual basis. As to the scope of budget package, most 
respondents' companies (more than 60 percent) included j 
profit and loss statement, balance sheet, cash budget, 丨 
capital expenditure budget and sales analysis. 
Capital Expenditure Budgeting 
i 
I 
Tables 23 一 25 were concerned about capital expendi- . 
ture. Table 23 pointed to spreadsheet as the most common | 
software for capital expenditure budgeting. No surveyed , 
companies used purchased package and only a very small 
portion of respondent companies used financial modelling 
e.g. simulation model for capital expenditure budgeting. 
AS discussed in previous section, both spreadsheet and 
financial modelling were mostly run in personal comput-
ers. In spite of the extensive use of spreadsheet and 
personal computers in capital expenditure budgeting, 
payback was the most popular evaluation technique among 
the large manufacturing companies in Hong Kong. NPV and 
IRR were used by about one-thi rd of respondents' compa-
nies and other appraisal techniques such as sensitivity 
» 
- } 
- - _•_丨丨丨丨••丨丨丨_I1丨_•丨圓••__丨丨••丨》11 
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analysis, simulation and so on were not commonly used. 
Besides, about 70 percent of respondents replied that 
information technology had "rarely" or "slightly" facili-
tated the adoption of post implementation audit of capi-
tal expenditure budget. Thus, in terms of appraisal 
techniques and post implementation audit, information 
technology had little impact on the capital expenditure 
budgeting process in large manufacturing companies in 
Hong Kong. 
I 
Cash Flow Forecast 
As shown in Tables 26 and 27, to a small extent, 
respondents tended to agree that continuous and accurate 
cash flow forecast could be possible as a result of 
I 
computerization and electronic banking. 
I 
Conclusion 
Based on the questionnaire results, it was noted 
< t 
that information technology had changed certain aspects | 
‘ i 
of both financial and management accounting systems of | 
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An Manufacturing Division 
of a Hong Kong Listed Company 
f 
This chapter comprised of the gist of 3 interviews 
with senior finance officers of large manufacturing 
companies in Hong Kong. The first one being interviewed 
was the Divisional Financial Controller of a Hong Kong 
listed manufacturing company, whose major shareholder was 
a renowned Chinese family in Hong Kong. The company had 
3 autonomous manufacturing divisions and the Divisional 
Financial Controller was in charge of all accounting and 
treasury matters of the electronics division. At present, 
there were 2 manufacturing plants in Hong Kong and 8 
joint ventures in China and all of them engaged in the 
manufacture of car audio, cassette mechanism and other 
related products. 
The company had a centralised EDP department with an 
IBM S/38. The EDP department provided a computerised 
manufacturing system "Business Planning and Control 
System" (BPCS) for the 3 divisions. One of the module of 
this purchased package provided a fully integrated 、 
financial and cost accounting system and members of 
accounting staff also used IBM PCs to prepare monthly 
consolidation package. “ 
•’ • . . I 
I 
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As perceived by the Divisional Financial Controller, 
the most significant impact of information technology on 
its financial accounting system was the efficient 
maintenance of the General Ledger and the timely 
production of trial balance. Since the computerised 
financial accounting system could reliably take care of 
itself after the input of basic accounting data, the 
bookkeeping phase had been greatly simplified. With the 
finalization of the trial balance, the role of 
interpretation became important because a detailed 
analysis of the monthly performance for each profit and 
cost centre versus budget and prior year figures had to 
be compiled with commentaries on exceptional iterns. 
In addition, the computerisation of inventory 
control system considerably saved much laborious effort 
in keeping inventory records and strengthened the control 
of inventory through the constant review of the computer-
printed slow-moving report. Furthermore, it assisted 
cyclical count of high-valued items based on updated 
inventory reports. However, it could not reduce the 
frequency of physical count as at least one stock count 
was carried out for each fiscal year. 
The effect of information technology on management 
accounting system was fairly 1imited as only profit and 
loss projection was required for the division's annual 
operating budget and investment appraisals. Nevertheless, 
at the request of division's top management, detailed 
I 
sensitivity analysis on key profit and loss .items such as 
» j 
variations in sales would be conducted with Lotus 1-2-3. I 
. i • j 
-、 Finally, the Divisional Financial Controller did not 
• " 
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anticipate there would be substantial changes in the 
> i 
existing accounting system in his division because of the 
lean investment in information technology in the 
foreseeable future, 
A Subsidiary of a US Listed Company 
The second interviewee was a Finance Manager working 
in the subsidiary of a US listed company. The US holding 
company manufactured a range of computer products such as 
hard disks, monitors and modems. The Hong Kong factory 
i 
employed about 500 persons and produced parts and 
• I 
I 
components for the US parent company. The accounting . j 
j 
. ‘ 
department in Hong Kong could be described as a modern i 
electronic office and applied a wide variety of : 
I 
t 
relatively sophisticated information technology products ！ 
- i 
such as electronic mail, electronic banking, desk-top . 
publishing and networking. Each accounting staff had an \ 
1 
IBM compatible 386 or 486 PC and all these PCs were 
linked together by a network locally and also to the US i 
j 
head office through a Vax machine. All the accounting 
software which were fully integrated were developed in US 
by in-house systems analysts and all overseas offices 
shared the same package. 
As the computerised financial and cost accounting 
systems and month!y reporting package were transferred 
from US, the Finance Manager indicated that they did not 
have much room for manipulation in these two areas. As to 
the analysis and interpretation of monthly results, top 
management tended to follow the general— guidelines of the 
reporting package and only provided "enough" information 
I 
•••圓_«丨••»••圓丨圓圓",丨••• i 
to the US head office. As financial analysis was severely 
constrained, the availability of sophisticated 
information technology products was not considered to be 
a means to an end but an end in itself. 
Treasury management seemed to have more radical 
changes as computer-printed cheques and electronic fund 
transfer rather than manual cheques were the primary 
payment instruments. However, the Finance Manager 
commented‘ that the use of electronic banking did not 
necessarily imply an accurate cash flow forecast. 
Moreover, only monthly cash forecast was produced as 
1 
, • . I 
I 
stipulated in the reporting package. | 
According to the Finance Manager, there was a i 
tendency for the company's standard costing to move 丨 
I 
towards actual costing because standards were always 
updated with the latest information. As actual product 
costs produced under the present standard costing system i 
were very close to standards because of frequent standard ! 
revision, little variance analysis was warranted. 
With a real-time inventory control system that had 
immediate file interrogation and simultaneous updating 
* 
facilities, the company adopted a perpetual inventory 
count system with one-time year-end stocktake for each 
financial year. This, no doubt, minimised stock loss and 丨 
increased the accuracy of stock valuation. 
Since all major software were developed in US, it 
was very difficult for the Finance Manager to forecast 
the future information technology trend in its company 






A Private Limited Company 
> ； 
The third interviewee was a Finance Manager of a 
private "limited company with about 200 employees. The 
company was an Original Equipment Manufacturer of 
consumer electronics, with substantial subcontracting 
activities in Southern China. 
The company had a team of 3 EDP staff members. They 
were responsible for the maintenance of a purchased 
package of General Ledger run in IBM/36 and 12 sets of 
IBM compatible PCs. The company did not have a formal 
strategy on information technology investment and the 
acquisition of computer hardware or software was on a 丨 
i I 
piecemeal basis. Because of repeated failures to develop | 
an inventory control system to be processed in IBM/36, 、 
the company's inventory system was written in a data-base < 
- I 
language by a part-time programmer. It was a standalone 
application and not integrated to the General Ledger. 
The standard costing system was also written in a data- i 
base language but by another part-time programmer. Again 
this was an independent system. The company's primary 
motive of "installing a computerised costing and inventory • 
control system was to reduce headcounts and there was no | 
f 
genuine effort to utilise information technology to | 
upgrade these two systems as powerful and versatile | 
I 
productivity tools for management. 
The Finance Manager pointed out that the company's 
Managing Director was only concerned about sales and 
after-tax profit as far as monthly operating results was 
_ concerned. Thus, there was no requirement on his part to 、 
produce sophisticated management accounts for the top * 
- ‘ I 
攀 
3 i 
management, and the reporting format was in the form of 、 
verbal presentation of commentaries of monthly results in 《 
the monthly executive meeting. 
Information technology had not made any inroad into 
the management accounting system of the company. The 
f 
budget system was rather primitive and only a very simple 
annual profit and loss statement without detailed monthly 
phasing was prepared for the planning and control 
purposes of the Managing Di rector. Capital expenditure 
budgeting was virtually non-existent. However, when the 
acquisition of plant and machinery was to be financed by s 
1 
bank borrowings, it might be necessary for the company to 丨 
V 
( 
prepare, using electronic spreadsheet, profit and loss 
projection and cash flow forecast as detailed financial , 
analysis was normal 1y required by the bankers before the * 
granting of credit facilities. i 
Briefly, the company's accounting system was largely 
dictated by the Managing Director's requirement and was 
in no way shaped by the advent of innovative information 
technology. Furthermore, production and marketing 
functions were the priority attention of management 
1 
because businesses were very volatile and margin was slim ； 
r 
and accounting only played second fiddle. 
Conclus1on 
The results of the interview survey demonstrated 
that information technology had made an impact on the 
accounting systems of manufacturi ng companies in Hong 
• 一 
Kong but the effects‘ varied tremendous!y among the • • 
... . . . . 1 
, I 
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The research results were not without 1 imitations. 
As the population under study was restricted to members 
of the Hong Kong Society of Accountants working in the 
manufacturing sector, the findings could not necessarily 
be extended to the whole manufacturing industries in Hong 
Kong in general or to the larger manufacturing establish-
merits in particular. Non-response bias and problems of 
questionnaire interpretation also made mai1 questionnaire 
a less than perfect method of data collection. However, 
it was beyond doubts that some insights had been gained 
on the impact of information technology on the accounting 
systems of manufacturing industries in Hong Kong and the 
research results at least provided a starting point for 
more detailed investigations. 
Summary 
In brief, the salient results of mail questionnaire 
survey were highlighted as follows: 
(1) Personal computers and electronic spreadsheet pack-
ages were the main driving force in the computeriza-
V 
.tion of the accounting functions of larg运 manufac-
39 
turing firms in Hong Kong. 
‘‘ 
(2) Accounting personnels were responsible for most of 
the controls inherent in the computerised financial 
accounting systems. 
(3) Periodic financial reports from computerized finan-
cial accounting system enhanced the iinterpretation 
of financial statements with greater details and 
deeper analysis. However, it could not be substan-
/ 
tiated that there were an increasing use of non-
financial indicators, financial statements in graph-
ic format and an on-line access of financial results 、 
f 
by senior executives, , 
• 
(4) Information technology had not revolutionised the 
traditional settlement methods of trade payables and 
manual cheque was still the principal mode. As for 
trade receivables collection, computer-pri nted 
statement of account and aging analysis were consid-
ered to be much more useful than portable personal 
computer, pager, mobile phone and facsimile machine. 
(5) Efficient reporting of slow-moving items was identi-
fied as the most important effect on the computeri-
zation of the inventory control system. 
(6) Upon computerization, the purposes of costing system 
had been expanded to include cost control and reduc-
tion , pricing decision and preparation of perform-
ance reports on top of standard costing. In addi-
tion, computerized standard costing system greatly 
assisted the detailed analysis of variance. 
(7) The advent of cheaper computers and easy-to-use 
•software contributed little to the selection of more 
鲁 « 
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advanced investment appraisal techniques and the 
adoption of post implementation audit. 
Contri bution 
One contribution of this study is the substantial 
descriptive evidence provided on the current usage and 
impact of information technology on the accounting sys-
tems of local manufacturing companies. These findings 
may encourage executives to re-evaluate and improve their 
own accounting information systems in light of the re-
vealed practice and problems of others. Given the wealth 
of theoretical literature relative to information system 
design and the absence of information describing the 
local practice, this study offers a more comprehensive 
empirical base to future research in this field. 
、 
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J I APPENDIX I 
I THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG 香 港 中 文 大 學 
“ TELEGRAM • SINOVERSITY _ ^ « „ _ _ _ 
5H ATIN • NT • HONG KONG • TE L.: 0-6952111 • TELEX • 50301 CUHK HX • 香 港 新 界 沙 田 . 軍 話 ： 零 • 六 九 五 二 
FAX • (852) 0-6954234 
工 商 管 理 學 院 碩 士 課 程 0-6952783 
MBA Programmes 3-7225808 
Faculty of Business Administration (丁own centre) 
學生專題研究用笑 Student Research Projects 
February 28, 1991 
Dear Si r, 
I am a final year student of the Three-year MBA programme of 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. In partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the degree of Master of Business 
Administration, I am conducting a research study on the impact 
of information technology on accounting systems of manufactur-
ing industries in Hong Kong. 
As you are one of the experienced accounting professionals, I 
would be grateful if you could complete the enclosed question-
nai re and return it to me in the stamped addressed envelope by 
March 8, 1991 • 
Please be assured that your responses will be kept strictly 
confidential. If you are interested in the survey findings, 
please indicate your name and address at the end of the ques-
tionnai re, and a summary of the survey result will be mailed 
to you. 
Thank you very much for your assistance and I greatly appreci-
ate your help in furthering this research endeavour. 
Yours faithfully, 





A STUDY ON THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ON 
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES IN HONG KONG , 
, ( 
Please answer the following questions with reference to your COMPANY'S 
accounting system. 
Part A: Usage of Information technology products 
1. What is the level of usage of the following information technology 
products in your company's accounting system? (Circle ONE number 
in each row) 
very never/ 
‘ often sometimes seldom not in use 
Hardware 
(a) mainframe computer 4 3 2 1 
(b) minicomputer 4 3 2 1 
(c) personal computer 4 3 2 1 
Software 
(d) word-processing 4 3 2 1 
(e) database * 4 3 2 1 
(f) spreadsheet 4 3 2 1 
(g) financial modelling 4 3 2 1 
(h) desktop publishing 4 3 2 1 
(i) electronic mail 4 3 2 1 
(j) electronic banking 4 3 2 1 
e.g. Hexagon 
(k) local area network 4 3 2 1 
(1) electronic data interchange 4 3 2 1 
Storage 
(j) optical disk storage 4 3 2 1 
(k) microfilm/microfiche 4 3 2 1 
(1) magnetic disk/tape 4 3 2 1 
Other 4 3 2 1 
(please specify) 
I 
2. What kinds of accounting orientated software are run on the 
different types of computer? (Circle ONE number in each row) 
mainframe mini PC 
Financial accounting 
(a) general ledger 3 2 1 
(b) purchase ledger/A.P. 3 2 1 
(c) sales ledger/A.R. 3 2 1 
(d) inventory control 3 2 1 
(e) fixed assets register 3 2 1 
(f) cash receipt & disbursement 3 2 1 




mainframe mini , PC 
Management Accounting • . 
(a) operating budget 3 2 1 
(b) product costing 3 2 . 1 
(c) standard costing 3 2 1 
(d) capital expenditure budget 3 2 1 
(e) cash forecast 3 2 1 
(f) other 3 2 。 1 
(please specify) ( 
3. What kinds of processing technique are the following financial and 
management accounting systems based? (Circle ONE number in each 
row) 
batch on-line real-time 
Financial accounting 
(a) general ledger 3 2 1 
(b) purchase ledger/A.P. 3 2 1 
(c) sales ledger/A.R. 3 2 1 
(d) inventory control 3 2 1 
“）fixed assets register 3 2 1 、 
(f) cash receipt & disbursement 3 2 1 
(g) other 3 2 1 
(please specify) 
Management accounting 
(a) operating budget 3 2 1 
(b) product costing 3 2 1 
(c) standard costing 3 2 1 
(d) capital expenditure budget 3 2 1 
(e) cash forecast 3 2 1 
(f) other ^ 3 2 1 
(please specify) 
Part B: Impact of IT on financial accounting system 
• ] 
4. Is transaction data collected by any electronic data collection | 
device? (Circle ONE number only) I 
Yes No 丨 
2 1 
5. If yes to Q4, by which device(s)? (Tick where appropriate) 
(a) factory floor terminals 
(b) terminals at other remote locations 
3III (c) optical character reading equipment 
(d) electronic data interchange 




6. To what extent are the following controls of the computerized 
financial accounting system exercised by accounting personnels? 
(Circle ONE number in each row) , 
very often sometimes seldom never 
(a) input 4 3 2 1 
(b) processing 4 3 2 1 
(c) storage 4 3 2 1 
(d) output 4 3 2 1 
(e) access 4 3 2 1 
7. How frequent do you use ad-hoc on-line enquiry to obtain 
accounting information from database and other computer files? 
(Circle ONE number only) 
very often sometimes seldom never 
. 4 3 2 1 
- • 
8. To what extent does the computerised financial accounting system 
attain the following controls? (Circle ONE number in each row) 
highly moderately slightly rarely 、 
(a) correctness 4 3 2 1 
(b) completeness 4 3 2 1 
(c) security 4 3 2 1 
(d) auditability 4 3 2 1 
9. To what extent do the periodic financial reports generated by the 
computerised financial accounting system lead to the following 
outcome? (Circle ONE number in each row) 
highly moderately slightly rarely 
(a) greater details 4 3 2 1 
(b) deeper analysis 4 3 2 1 
(c) increased creativity 4 3 2 1 
(d) more exceptional reporting 4 3 2 1 
10. To what extent are the following associated with the periodic 
financial reporting of the computerized financial accounting 
system? (Circle ONE number in each row) 
highly moderately slightly rarely 
(a) more qualitative analysis 4 3 2 1 
of performance 
(b) increasing use of 4 3 2 1 
non-financial indicators 
(c) numerous graphic presentation 4 3 2 1 
of financial results 
(d) final report in non-paper 4 3 2 1 
format, e.g. on-line access 




11. In what way are the following methods used to settle normal trade 
payables? (Circle ONE number in each row) 
t 
very often sometimes seldom never 
(a) electronic fund transfer 4 3 2 1 
(b) autopay via tape 4 3 2 1 
(c) computer-printed cheque 4 3 2 1 
(d) manual cheque 4 3 2 1 
12. To what extent has trade receivables collection been eased by the 
following aid(s)? (Circle ONE number in each row) 
highly moderately slightly rarely 
(a) portable PC 4 3 2 1 
(b) fascimile machine 4 3 2 1 
(c) paging/mobile phone 4 3 2 1 
(d) computer-printed statement 4 3 2 1 
of account 
(e) computer-printed aging 4 3 2 1 
analysis 
13. What is the nature of the computerised inventory control system? 
(Tick ONE only) 
_ _ (a) standalone application 
(b) sub-system of financial accounting system 
(c) sub-system of costing system 
(d) sub-system of integrated financial and costing 
accounting system 
14. To what extent have the following changes been associated with the 
computerised inventory control system? (Circle ONE number in each 
row) 
highly moderately slightly rarely 
(a) doing away with bin card 4 3 2 1 
(b) reduced frequency of 4 3 2 1 
physical stocktake 
(c) efficient reporting of 4 3 2 1 
slow moving items 
(d) introduction of perpetual 4 3 2 1 
inventory system 
1 
Part C: Impact of IT on management accounting system 
15. To what extent does the computerized costing system serve the 
following purpose? (Circle ONE number in each row) 
highly moderately slightly rarely 
(a) product costing 4 3 2 1 
(b) cost control and reduction 4 3 2 1 
(c) pricing decision 4 3 2 1 
(d) budgetary control 4 3 2 1 






16. Which of the following overhead absorption base is used in the 
computerised costing system? (Tick ONE only) 
(a) direct labour hours 
(b) direct wages 
(c) machine hours 
(d) units of output 
(e) direct materials 
(f) prime cost 
(g) activity based 
17. To what extent are the following linked to the computerised 
standard costing system? (Circle ONE nummber in each row) 
highly moderately slightly rarely 
(a) accurate standard setting 4 3 2 1 
(b) frequent standard revision 4 3 2 1 
(c) detailed variance analysis 4 3 2 1 
(d) tendency to convert standard 4 3 2 1 
costing to actual costing 
(e) full integration with 4 3 2 1 
financial accounting system 
18. How often does computerization lead to continuous budgeting, 
forecast and financial planning? (Circle ONE number only) 
very often sometimes seldom never 
4 3 2 1 





(e) longer than 1 year 
20. Which of the following component(s) is/are included in the 
computerised budget system? (Tick where appropriate) 
(a) profit and loss statement 
(b) balance sheet 
(c) cash budget 
(d) manpower budget 
(e) capital expenditure budget 
(f) sales analysis 
(g) margin analysis 
21. Which of the following software is/are used in the capital 
expenditure budget? (Tick where appropriate) 
(a) purchased package 
(b) spreadsheet 
(c) financial modeling 
(d) other (please specify) 
• _ 
• • . ‘ • 
I • 
4-
22. What investment appraisal method(s) is/are used in the above 






(e) sensitivity analysis 
(f) simulation 
Z Z Z (g) probabilistic 广isk analysis e.g. decision tree 
(h) other 
(please specify) 
23. To what extent do various information technology products 
facilitate the adoption of post-imp1ementation audit of capital 
expenditure budget? (Circle ONE number only) 
highly moderately slightly rarely 
4 3 2 1 
24. How often does computerization lead to continuous cash flow 
forecast? (Circle ONE number only) 
very often sometimes seldom never 
4 3 2 1 
25. To what extent does electronic banking e.g. Hexagon result in more 
accurate short-term cash flow forecast? (Circle ONE number only) 
very often sometimes seldom never 
4 3 2 1 
26. Are there any area where the impact of information technology on 
the accounting system, which this questionnaire has not brought out? 
I 
- •- - •• _  . • I I I — I • • ‘ 1 1 I " ' " ' 1 
Part D: Company background of respondents 
27. What is the country of incorporation of the ultimate holding 
company? (Tick ONE only) 
(a) Hong Kong 











28. What is the size of total workforce of your company (working in ’ 
either Hong Kong or PRC)? (Tick ONE only) 
(a) below 100 
H H (b) 101 - 500 
(c) 501 - 1,000 
(d) 1,001 - 1,500 
(e) above 1,501 
29. Which of the following type of industry does your company fall 
into? (Tick ONE only) 
(a) textile and garment 
(b) electronics 
(c) other (please specify) 
Part E: Request for survey findings 
If you want to have a summary of the survey result, please fill out 
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OCCUPATION GROUP ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS 
鋒 mmm mm mm mm ••塵••一 講一推 ^ ^ • • ••脚=JH ^  = = = 二 =:===脚••一一辑••誦謹一麵— • mm ••脚疆垂 
Occupation Group No of Percent 
Members of Total 
Membership 
t 
Professional Practice (Proprietor/Partner) 743 14_5 
Professional Practice (Employment in CPA firms) 1,275 24.8 
Management Consultancy 79 1.5 
Banking and Finance 461 9.0 
Trading 613 11.9 
Manufacturing 370 7.2 
Property 180 3.5 
Insurance 65 1.3 
Education • 147 2.9 
Government 389 7.6 
Public Utilities 131 2.6 
Other Sectors 680 13.2 
5,133 100.0 
Note: This analysis on occupation is compiled according to information 
available from the annual update returns submitted voluntarily 
by members in early 1990. The number of members shown here is 
less than the total. 
Source: Report of the Council, Hong Kong Society of Accountants. 




TABLE 5 ’ 
COUNTRY OF INCORPORATION OF RESPONDENT'S 
ULTIMATE HOLDING COMPANY 
Size Frequency Percent 
Hong Kong 34 50.0 
U.S.A 9 13.2 
U.K. 10 14.7 
Japan 1 1,5 










TABLE 5 ’ 
SIZE OF WORKFORCE OF RESPONDENT'S COMPANY 
..ii, •• |_ —麵—一—導一_ 
• 睡 睡 冊 二 = —• “ ••麵脚 
Size Frequency Percent 
4 
Below 100 8 11.8 
101 - 500 21 30.9 
501 - 1,000 17 25.0 
1,001 - 1,500 4 5.9 








TYPE OF INDUSTRY OF RESPONDENT'S COMPANY 
Type Frequency Percent 
• 
Textile and Garment 12 17.6 
Electronics 25 36.8 
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TABLE 5 ’ 
LEVEL OF USAGE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS 
Information Very Often Sometimes Seldom Never Total 
Technology Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
Products 
Hardware 
mainframe 19 27.9 1 1.5 2 2.9 46 67.6 68 100.0 
computer 
mini computer 34 50.0 2 2.9 4 5.9 28 41.2 68 100.0 
personal 62 91.2 4 5.9 0 0.0 2 2.9 68 100.0 
computer 
Software 
word- 52 76.5 10 14.7 2 2.9 4 5.3 68 100.0 
processing 
database 41 60.3 17 25.0 3 4.4 7 10.3 68 100.0 
spreadsheet 63 92.6 5 7.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 68 100.0 
financial 13 19.1 14 20.6 13 19.1 28 41.2 68 100.0 
modelling 
desktop 6 8.8 6 8.8 11 16.4 45 66.2 68 100.0 
publishing 
electronic 11 16.2 6 8.8 9 13.2 42 61.8 68 100.0 
mail 
electronic 21 30.9 13 19.1 5 7.4 29 42.6 68 100.0 
banking 
local area 20 29.4 5 7.4 3 4.4 40 58.8 68 100.0 
network 







TABLE 5 - CONT'D 
• . 
LEVEL OF USAGE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS 
Information Very Often Sometimes Seldom Never Total 
Technology Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
Products 
Storage 
Optical disk 5 7.4 1 1.5 1 1.5 61 89.7 68 100.0 
storage 
microfilm/ 10 14.7 7 10.3 1 1.5 50 73.5 68 100.0 
microfiche 
managetic 59 86.8 4 5.9 0 0.0 5 7.4 68 100.0 
disk/tape 
‘ ‘ , 
X 
秦 
5 5 ， 
« 
t . ！ 
TABLE 6 
TYPE OF COMPUTER USED TO RUN VARIOUS 
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE 
Accounting Software Mainframe Mini PC Total 
, Freq. Per. Freq, Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
Financial Accounting 
General ledger 18 26.5 28 41.2 22 32.4 68 100.0 
Purchase "ledger / A-P. 16 25.0 24 37.5 24 37.5 64 100.0 
Sales ledger / A.R. 17 27.0 25 39,7 21 33.3 63 100.0 
Inventory Control 14 23.3 24 40.0 22 36.7 60 100.0 
Fixed assets register 13 20.6 12 19.0 38 60.4 63 100.0 
Cash receipt & 11 19.3 17 29.8 29 50.9 57 100.0 
disbursement 
Management Accounting 
Operating budget 7 11.3 6 9.7 49 79.0 62 100.0 
Product costing 6 10.5 13 22.8 38 66,7 57 100.0 � . -
Standard costing 7 13.4 12 23.1 33 63.5 52 100.0 
Capital expenditure budget 1 1.7 4 6.7 55 91.6 60 100.0 








Accounting System Batch On-line Real-time Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
/ 
Financial Accounting 
‘ ^ I 
General ledger 51 75.0 9 13.2 8 11.8 68 100.0 
Purchase ledger / A.P. 37 59.7 18 29.0 7 11.3 62 100.0 
Sales ledge广 / A.R. 43 69.4 13 20.9 6 9.7 62 100.0 
Inventory Control 24 40.0 26 43.3 10 16.7 60 100.0 
Fixed assets register 41 74.5 8 14.5 6 11.0 55 100.0 
Cash receipt & 35 66.0 11 20.8 7 13.2 53 100.0 
disbursement 
Management Accounting 
Operating budget 27 50.9 13 24.5 13 24.5 53 100.0 
Product costing 27 50.9 16 30.2 10 18.9 53 100.0 
Standard costing 25 49.0 14 27.5 12 23.5 51 100.0 
Capital expenditure budget 23 45.1 14 27.5 14 27.4 51 100.0 







FREQUENCY OF USING ON-LINE ENQUIRY 
Very Often Sometimes Seldom Never Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
/ 
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TABLE 9 
CONTROLS EXERCISED BY ACCOUNTING PERSONNELS 
Very Often Sometimes Seldom Never Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per, Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
Input 59 88.1 8 11.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 67 100.0 
Processing 38 56.7 14 20.9 8 11.9 7 10.5 67 100.0 
Storage 37 55.2 13 19.4 10 14.9 7 10.4 67 100.0 
Output 50 74.6 12 17.9 3 4.5 2 3.0 67 100.0 
Access 47 70.1 12 17.9 6 9.0 2 3.0 67 100.0 
• ‘！ 
• ‘ 
• • -• T； • • 
‘ . i 
. i 
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TABLE 10 
- CONTROLS ATTAINED BY COMPUTERISED 
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
Highly Moderately Slightly Rarely Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
Correctness 49 72.1 17 25.0 1 1.5 1 1.5 68 100.0 
Completeness 41 60.3 21 30.9 5 7.4 1 1.5 68 100.0 
Security 31 45.6 31 45.6 4 5.9 2 2.9 68 100.0 
Auditability 35 51.5 26 38.2 6 8.8 1 1.5 68 100.0 
1 
V 
• . ‘ 
• * 
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TABLE 5 ’ 
OUTCOME OF PERIODIC FINANICAL REPORT GENERATED 
BY COMPUTERISED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
Highly Moderately Slightly Rarely Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq, Per. 
Greater 33 48.5 28 41.2 4 5.9 3 4.4 68 100.0 
details 
� 
Deeper 25 36.8 27 39.7 12 17.6 4 5,9 68 100.0 
analysis 
Increased 13 19.1 30 44.1 . 13 19.1 12 17.6 68 100.0 
creativity 









OUTCOME OF PERIODIC FINANICAL REPORTING OF 
COMPUTERISED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
Highly Moderately Slightly Rarely Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per\ Freq_ Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
More quanta- 20 29.4 25 36.8 16 23.5 7 10.3 68 100.0 
tive analysis 
of performance 
Increasing use 5 7.4 25 36.8 23 33.8 15 22.1 68 100.0 
of non-financial 
indicators 












METHODS USED TO SETTLE NORMAL TRADE PAYABLES 
Very Often Sometimes Seldom Never Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
/ 
Electronic 5 7.4 9 13.2 13 19.1 41 60.3 68 100.0 
fund transfer 
Autopay via 14 20.6 8 11.8 6 8.8 40 58,8 68 100.0 
tape 
Computer- 17 25.0 3 4.4 2 2.9 46 67.6 68 100.0 
printed cheque 






TRADE RECEIVABLES COLLECTION AIDS 
Highly Moderately . Slightly Rarely Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per\ 
Portable PC 5 7.4 5 7.4 4 5.9 54 79.4 68 100.0 
Fascimile 16 23.5 17 25.0 14 20.6 21 30.9 68 100.0 
machine 
Paging/Mobile 0 0.0 10 14.7 10 14.7 48 70.6 68 100.0 
phone 
Computer 36 52.9 18 26.5 5 7.4 9 13.2 68 100.0 
printed state-
ment of account 




• • I » . 
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TABLE 12 
NATURE OF COMPUTERISED INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM 
— — _雄垂••垂 _ = = : = = 二 = 二 ： = = 二 = = = - = = = = = = = = = — _ — 
Frequency Percent 
Standalone application 26 40.6 
Sub-system of financial 7 11.0 
accounting system 
Sub-system of costing system 11 17.2 
Sub-system of integrated financial 20 31.2 







CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH COMPUTERISED 
INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM 
Highly Moderately Slightly Rarely Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
Doing away 18 29.5 15 24.6 8 13,1 20 32.8 61 100.0 
with bin card 












• ‘ , 
-V 




PURPOSE OF COMPUTERISED COSTING SYSTEM 
Highly Moderately Slightly Rarely Total 
Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
Product 30 47.6 19 30.2 9 14.3 5 7.9 63 100.0 
costing 
- » 
Cost control 23 35.9 25 39.1 13 20,3 3 4.7 64 100.0 
and reduction 
Pricing 17 27.0 20 31.7 18 28.6 8 12.7 63 100.0 
decision 
Budgetary 22 34.4 31 48.4 9 14.1 2 3.1 64 100.0 
control 










OVERHEAD ABORPTION BASE 
Frequency Percent 
Direct labour hours 20 37.7 
Direct Wages 7 13.2 
Machine hours 5 9.4 
Units of output 8 15.1 
Direct materials 4 7.6 
Prime cost 9 17.0 







CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH COMPUTERISED 
STANDARD COSTING SYSTEM 
讀 一 _ TT 一 _ 一一 •一 一一一 •一 • 捕 — 
Highly Moderately Slightly Rarely Total 
Ferq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. Freq. Per. 
Accurate 16 28.6 20 35.7 13 23.2 7 12.5 56 100.0 
standard 
setting 
Frequent 13 22.8 23 40.4 15 26.3 6 10.5 57 100.0 
standard 
revision 
Detailed 21 37.5 23 41.1 7 12.5 5 0.9 56 100.0 
variance 
analysis 
Tandency to 3 5.3 17 30.4 17 30.4 19 33.9 56 100.0 
convert stand-
ard costing to 
actual costing 













IMPACT OF COMPUTERIZATION ON THE FREQUENCY 
OF BUDGETING, FORCAST AND FINANCIAL PLANNING 
Frequency Percent 
Very often 25 37.3 
Sometimes 25 37.3 
Seldom 10 14.9 








PRESENT BUDGET TIME PERIOD 
Frequency Percent 
Monthly 10 14-7 
Quarterly 4 5.9 
Semi-annually 8 11.8 
Annually 45 66.2 







COMPONENTS OF COMPUTERISED BUDGET SYSTEM 
•嘛•—捕•一•糖••藝•插•面漏— = = = 二二 = = = = = = = = 一 應 — •鶴•垂供—雜惑麵—麵 
Frequency Percent 
Profit and loss statement 68 100.0 
Balance sheet 53 77.9 
Cash budget 47 69.1 
Manpower budget 30 44.1 
Captial expenditure budget 43 63.2 
Sales analysis 51 75.0 






TABLE 5 ’ 
SOFTWARE FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURE BUDGET 
Frequency Percent 
Purchased package 0 0 
Spreadsheet 57 83.8 









INVESTMENT APPRAISAL METHOD 
Frequency Percent 
ARR 12 17.6 
Payback 42 61.8 
NPV 27 39.7 
IRR 24 35.3 
Sensitivity analysis 15 22.1 
Simulation 5 7.4 







POST IMPLEMENTATION AUDIT OF CAPITAL 
EXPENDITURE BUDGET 
• _ — — — _ — — — — • — 二：：：二 = = : = = : = 二：二 = : = = = : = = — • — — — — — — 
Frequency Percent 
/ 
Highly 3 4.5 
Moderately 17 26.4 
Slightly 26 38.8 
Rarely 21 —31:2 
67 100,0 
« 





IMPACT OF COMPUTERIZATION ON THE FREQUENCY 
OF CASH FLOW FORCHAST 
Frequency Percent 
/ 
Very often 18 26.5 
Sometimes 24 35,5 
Seldom ” 25.0 
Never 9 13.2 
67 100.0 





ELECTRONIC BANKING AND ACCURACY OF 
SHORT-TERM CASH FLOW FORECAST ‘ 
Frequency Percent 
Very often ” 16.4 
Sometimes 26 38.8 
Seldom 7 10-4 
Never 23 一 
67 100.0 
1 
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